
English
I enjoy reading,
writing and
speaking.

Present a fact file about your

Research some sea creatures. What

favourite computer game. Who are

is your favourite one? Create a

Find a poem you enjoy, or create one

the characters? What do you need to

presentation to share with the class.

of your own, about a sea creature.

achieve? Would you recommend it to

It could be a poster, power point or a

Share it with the class.

a friend?

fact file.

Write your own maths word problems
related to a computer game that you

Create a times table game that will

Mathematics

know well.

help you and your friends to learn

I enjoy working

E.g. How many friends does Mario

their number bonds to 10, 20 or 100.

with numbers.

have? How many enemies?

Be prepared to teach them how to

Each level has 20 coins to collect, how

play!

many altogether?

https://www.topmarks.co.uk/interactive.asp
x?cat=21
Visit the Topmarks website and test
yourself on everything that you have
been learning in school! There are lots
of games to play!

Visual

Design and make a map of a journey

Design your own computer game.

Draw or paint a scene of life under

I enjoy painting,

under the sea. What obstacles might

Draw a story board to tell the story

the sea. You could research some sea

drawing and

need to be overcome? What would

of your own game and the characters

creatures or create some new ones of

visualising.

there be at the end of the journey?

within it.

your own.

Kinaesthetic
I enjoy being
active and doing
hands-on activities.

Create an undersea world using a shoe

Create a collage, using your own

Create a new console controller out of

box. What would it be like? What or

choice of materials, of a computer

recycled materials. How big is it? How

who would live there?

game character.

many buttons will it have? What will
they do?

Music

Listen to some retro game theme

I enjoy making and

tunes (YouTube has lots) which ones

listening to music.

do you enjoy and why?

Science
I enjoy
investigating and
experimenting.
Focus: Uses of
Everyday Materials

Find as many objects that are made
from plastic or metal in your home.
Are some objects made from
different materials? For example,
spoons.

Create your own song about the sea
or the creatures in it. Teach it to
your friends and share it with the
class.
Find some balls at home. Make a
prediction about which one will
bounce the highest when dropped.
Why do you think that? Try with
balls made from different materials.
For example, rubber, plastic.

Think of all of the game characters
that you know. Can you create a rap
to teach your class mates their
names? Think about the beat and any
ways that you can make it rhyme.
https://www.bbc.com/teach/classclips-video/sorting-materials-to-berecycled/zhn2t39
Watch the video clip about recycling.
Use what you have learned to keep a
diary of all the things you recycle at
home over a week.

